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The Kitikmeot Heritage Society sponsored a week of oral history and archaeological research at a 
traditional Inuit caribou-hunting site at Bathurst Lake (Tahikaffaaluk), west of Bathurst Inlet, during 
August. Caribou moving south and west from the calving grounds during the summer cross 
through this area annually, swimming across the northwest part of Bathurst Lake, or moving 
around the north end along the shore through the area of this site. The Tahikaffaaluk site, 
registered this year as McNk-3, has at least 75 archaeological features relating to historic Inuit 
occupation. Kiluhiqturmiut elders Moses Koihok, Luke Nuvuligak and Marjorie Taptuna were on 
site to discuss oral history of the region. These elders observed and identified many of the 
features, assisted by interpreter Joe Otokiak, Peter Avalak (elder), Mary Avalak (KHS director), 
Trisha Ogina and Aurora Tavanna (field assistants), all from Cambridge Bay, and Darren Keith 
(KHS researcher) and Andrew Stewart (archaeologist). Tent rings, caches, hunting blinds, and 
other boulder features clustered on a series of bedrock ridges over an area of roughly 500 by 500 
m at the north end of the lake were mapped using a total station.  
 
Some important details of tent locations were recorded. For example, many tent rings on exposed 
hilltops incorporated flat rocks set upright and used as wind breaks. In one tent ring, a slab that 
was propped at a steep angle by two smaller rocks provided storage for firewood and equipment 
just outside of the entrance to the tent. Throughout the site, clusters of adjacent, flat stones 
embedded in the ground provided food preparation surfaces both inside and outside the tents. 
Flat rocks were also set vertically and used as drying racks for meat. Caribou hunting blinds, a 
wind break for hunters waiting for caribou, and a qajaq stand are found in lower parts of the site 
overlooking a floodplain and stream that drains into the north end of Bathurst Lake. The dwelling, 
food preparation and caching areas are mostly located further away from this floodplain on higher 
ridges that overlook it.  
 
Elders Koihok and Nuvuligak, who are now in their 80s, believe this site to have been mostly 
used before their time. A significant part of their life experience was centred on Beechey Lake to 
the south. They travelled through this area on their way to the coast from the Back River. The 
appearance of the site today is consistent with this older (pre-1920) use: many features are 
thickly covered with slow-growing birch; most of the tent rings are traditional circular structures 
rather than square prospector-style tent outlines; and the hunting blinds attest to the use of the 
bow and arrow. The Kitikmeot Heritage Society will use the place names, life histories, and 
archaeological information to connect the history of Inuit land use along the coast with land use 
further inland in Kitikmeot and Keewatin.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



[04-19a_1]: Looking south down Bathurst Lake from the summit of the Tahikaffaaluk site. 
 

 
 
 
 
[04-19a_2]: Elder Moses Koihok (left) and interpreter Joe Otokiak examine a hiniktarvik (sleeping 
place). 
 

 
 


